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Soft waves
the sea. off to sleep when the phone dinged. Three texts in quick
I waswashed
finally dropping
succession, and then the ringing. I thought it might be the hospital, so I groped for it and
Tall grass danced in the meadow.
picked it up. Down the line came noise and bonhomie.
The wind’s beat is echoed across the woods.
“Julie! Sorry, did I wake you up?” Not the hospital. A voice from the past. Stephen
MacIntyre,
my ex-boyfriend's
mate. intrudes my lungs.
Reality
is shone
back to me as best
the smoke
“ Steve, it’s 3 a.m.what do you think?”
Cities replace the woods
I could hear music - AC/DC, the Golden Years - switched off abruptly.
the winds symphony dead silent
“Oh, right," he said. “I thought... you’d be up studying or something.”
Only our dreams and hopes protect the sacred lands of beauty.
Sure. I waited, yawning. Soon Stevo and the boys would launch into what they
My
mind races
to nether
wanted.
Back hoping
in the days
beforeforget
Siri and Alexa - both, I notice, programmed with obliging
female voices on call 24/7 - I was the go-to information channel for these guys. Julie!
Soon the clock will strike and we’ll all face the regret.
Listen, does three of a kind beat a full house? Julie! What’s the punchline to that joke about
The image of a blue sky gone leaving us with a lingering sadness.
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The old world is gone.
The old world was killed and tortured.
Tortured with smoke and factories.
Hope shall not be lost but must not be taken for granted.
I sleep with the hope of a better day but still remain cautious.
Soon the clock shall strike but not yet…. not yet.
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